English
Persuasive writing—linked
to Egypt

Create a poster to advertise a
holiday resort
Write an effective guide book
entry .

Life like an Egyptian
Maths
Year 3

Ancient Egyptians
Who were the Egyptians?
Why did they build Pyramids?
The mummification process.
The Egyptian writing system Hieroglyphics
The tomb of Tutankhamun

(cross- curricular with
English)

Geography
Use both atlases and goggle
Earth to answer:

Place value in 3-digit numbers to
support +/Partitioning of 3-digit numbers to
+/Column Method for +
Properties of 3d shapes
Properties of 2d shapes to include: angles and perimeters.
Year 4:
Place value to support +/- to
10,000
Word problems using column
method +/Mental strategies to support
x/÷
Properties and nets of 3d shapes
Properties of 2d shapes including:
angles, parallel and perpendicular
lines and symmetry.

Where is Egypt?
What is it’s capital city?
Locate the River Nile

(cross- curricular with
English)

People of God
What is it like to follow God?
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Non-fiction writing
Life during the Egyptian period

History

Religious Education

PE
Egyptian dance

The story of Noah and the idea of covenant

French
Listen attentively to spoken language and show
understanding by joining in and responding
Vocabulary Focus: Months of the year, days of
the week, seasons and numbers

Art and Design
Tomb wall paintings
Egyptian headdress
Cartouche

PHSE
Living/working cooperatively
Managing incompatible feelings
Dealing with worries
Supporting each other
Building resilience—weebles wobble

Computing

Science
Forces and Magnets

Compare how things move on different surfaces.
Notice that some forces need contact between
two objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance.
Observe how magnets attract and repel.

Introduction to coding

Group material together based on whether they
are attracted to magnet or not.

Creating PowerPoints

Describe magnets as having two poles.

Global collaboration
Weekly communication with partner
school in Anaheim, California.

Learn to love, love to learn

